Abstract-A new approach of reliable image and video transmission over noisy channels is proposed. For subband decomposed image and video, combined source coding and channel modulation design can achieve high compression efficiency and preferable quality. Further performance gain is obtained by multiresolution modulation as well as a bit-remapping scheme that assigns efficient mapping from each source codeword to channel modulation points. We show that the combined source coding and modulation design outperforms conventional approaches, which design source coding and modulation separately. A simple channel distortion approximation is derived by applying a bitremapping scheme, which allows the power allocation to be employed to further enhance the performance. Compared to the joint source and channel coding with a binary phase shift keying modulation system and fixed modulation with the one-to-one intelligent mapping system, the proposed system performs better in a middle-range signal-to-noise ratio and low channel bandwidth. The simulation is carried out on additive white Gaussian noise channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ELIABLE image and video transmission over noisy channels has been a great challenge in multimedia communication, especially for the transmission of large volume data over unreliable and bandwidth-limited channels. In video conference applications, the bandwidth assigned to each user is quite limited, and if a scheme can reduce the bandwidth usage of each user while maintaining preferable quality, the original bandwidth can support more users. Therefore, developing reliable transmission under a given bandwidth constraint has become an important research issue. For certain applications that contain several independent data streams of different importance, one solution is the joint design of the source and channel coder, as well as the modem for all data sets. It aims to allocate different bit rates for source and channel units of different data sets to minimize the overall distortion under a fixed bandwidth constraint. Such an approach can be viewed as an extension of the source bit-allocation scheme presented in [1] . There are two different extensions, i.e., the combined source coding and channel coding and the combined source coding and channel modulation.
In [2] , joint source and channel coding is implemented on three-dimensional (3-D) subband coding in conjunction with conditional arithmetic coding, rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) [5] codes, and the binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation over the binary symmetric channel model. This approach optimally partitions source and channel coded bits to minimize the distortion measured as mean squared error (MSE) between the original and received video. In [3] , an adaptive source-channel video coding scheme is proposed that jointly chooses the source coding rate and the level of protection quantified by the channel coding rate. Such an approach works well for very noisy channels, where channel codes are required to combat channel noise. This approach either increases the total bit rate or decreases the source bit rate if the total bit rate remains fixed. Indeed, for wireless communications, the channel bandwidth is the most precious resource.
In general, the second approach combines the source coder and modulator design by mapping the source quantization codewords directly to the constellation points. In [4] , combined subband signal decomposition and dynamic bandwidth allocation on 81-pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) transmission is proposed. The quantization codewords of discrete cosine transform blocks are one-to-one directly mapped to the channel constellation. In [6] , the authors employ a joint source coding and multiresolution (MR) modulation design that maps data directly to the constellation and assigns the required power to each point. These two approaches have the same assumption that the constellation size is decided by the cardinality of the source quantization codewords. The modulation rate is equal to the sum of codeword length of all the blocks in [4] and the codeword length of the current block in [6] . In the fine source quantization case, such an assumption results in a large size of the constellation. This requires large transmitted power or channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to maintain the required bit error rate (BER).
It comes to our attention that the aforementioned approaches are suited for Gaussian channels exhibiting low and high channel SNR's, respectively. In this paper, we present an approach that handles the image and video transmission over a noisy channel exhibiting moderate channel SNR (8-22 dB) and tightly limited bandwidth (0.3-1.0 bpp). This is one of the most important performance regions in practice, and yet few approaches provided good solutions so far. No channel codes are employed due to the low bandwidth constraint. We attempt to minimize the distortion in the mean square sense by first decomposing the source data to subbands with different perceptual importance [7] and constructing the source coder and channel modulator to provide unequal error protection (UEP) for different subbands. Then the MR modulation with bit remapping allows the UEP to be applied to the codeword bit level.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the motivation for combining source coding and modulation design. We derive the optimization function and discuss the solution in Section III. Section IV describes the characteristics and advantages of the MR modulation and bit-remapping scheme, while a specific computation of error statistics is provided. We simplify the optimization problem in Section V. Section VI carries out the simulation on an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel as well as the comparisons to the approaches in literature. In Section VII, we conclude this paper.
II. COMBINED SOURCE CODING AND MODULATION
The combined source and channel coding approach is a classical solution to noisy channel transmission and has been studied extensively. Mathematically, it is equivalent to distributing the given bit budget efficiently among a set of given admissible choices of source coding and channel coding to minimize the overall distortion. Some popular techniques include channel matched source coders [e.g., channel matched vector quantization (CM-VQ)] [8] and source coding with error-correcting codes [2] , [3] , as well as the intelligent source and channel space mapping design [4] , [6] . For subband decomposed source data, combined systems show promising advantages. Since subbands are of different perceptual importance which can be classified by variance, UEP for different subbands achieves better performance compared to equal error protection. Combined systems achieve UEP by employing different source coding and channel coding schemes on different subbands. Define as the number of subbands generated and and as the source rate and channel rate of subband , respectively. The objective is to find to minimize the overall distortion under a fixed overall bit-rate constraint . We observe that the following inter-and intratradeoffs exist.
• Intertradeoffs: The subband rates must be allocated efficiently. Subbands of higher importance should have larger and better channel protection (smaller ) and therefore larger . This would result in lower source and channel distortion of subband . On the other hand, less important subbands are assigned with smaller and less channel protection (larger ) and therefore smaller .
• Intratradeoffs: Even if is decided, and can still be adjusted to achieve a balance between source and channel distortion. For example, increasing yields smaller source distortion, but to maintain the same , we have to increase , which may yield larger channel distortion. Therefore, the system can adjust a subband's distortion in terms of and for fixed . To make the adjustment simple and effective, the source coding and channel coding should match the transmission requirements and the channel conditions as well as each other. Particularly, if the transmission bandwidth is limited, both the source coding and the channel coding should exhibit efficient compression capability in addition to information protection capability. For moderate SNR and low bandwidth channel transmission, we design the system in three steps.
A. Select Source Coder
In general, the source coding removes as much redundancy from the source signal as possible. A different number of quantization levels will yield different bit rates and distortions. The quantized signal can be compressed using run-length, arithmetic, and Huffman codes [2] , i.e., variable-or fixedlength codes. For noisy channel transmission, fixed-length codes show more robustness against transmission error compared to variable-length codes, although they achieve less compression. Variable-length codes have to rely on additional synchronization. If an error causes the loss of sequence synchronization, the codes after the error incident will be lost unless the sequence is resynchronized. Furthermore, the distortion of fixed-length codes is much easier to measure than that of variable-length codes. We use vector quantization (VQ) represented in fixed-length codes in our design.
B. Select Channel Coding and Modulation
Roughly speaking, channel coding is a process of intelligent redundancy insertion that protects the source codeword against channel noise. Employment of channel protection codes is required for very noisy channels, which exhibit more severe channel distortion than source distortion. For channel SNR's higher than about 8 dB, as in video-conference applications, maintaining video quality under low transmission rates becomes a common requirement. Thus, compression becomes a very important factor in both the source and channel coding design.
Applying channel codes to BPSK modulation is not suitable for transmissions at a low rate, since it induces redundancy. Multilevel modulations offer different compression capabilities as well as different error protections. For example, with SNR equal to 10 dB, QAM-16 modulation can compress the source data by a factor of four with an average BER equal to 0.0787 and the QAM-64 modulation by a factor of six with average BER equal to 0.1525 [9] . For moderate channel SNR's, coded BPSK modulation may yield negligible channel distortion compared to others. However, received data still suffer large distortion due to small source rates. If employing multilevel modulations, channel distortion and source distortion will both exist. Compared to coded BPSK, the source rates will increase without changing the overall rate, which leads to a drop in the source distortion as well as a drop in the distortion between two neighboring codewords. This may compensate the increase in error probability. Multilevel modulation also benefits from the flexibility of adjusting the mapping from source code to channel modulation code space according to the source characteristic. Considering the above advantages, we choose to use multilevel modulation over the coded BPSK.
C. Match Source Coding to Channel Modulation
After source coding, the input data is turned into a bitstream. The modulator maps these binary digits into a set of corresponding signal waveforms. The assignment of binary bits to waveforms or constellation points is essential to overall performance. It is an interface that connects the source coding and channel modulation together. One preferred mapping scheme is that the binary representations of adjacent constellation points differ by one bit, called Gray encoding. The most likely errors caused by channel noise involve the erroneous selection of an adjacent constellation point to the transmitted constellation point. In such a case, the assignment leads to only a single bit error. Gray encoding only depends on the channel modulation, not source input. It aims to reduce the number of erroneous bits but does not consider where the error happens. If the input bits are of different importance, the mapping and constellation should provide UEP to different bits and have the capability to change the error performance flexibly. Random mapping may cause severe performance degradation as shown in [4] .
In this paper, we consider the mapping from source codeword to constellation. For channels exhibiting moderate channel SNR, the transmitted power cannot support constellations of large size, such as PAM-81, QAM-128, etc. Instead, constellations of moderate size such as PAM-4 and QAM-64, are employed. Therefore, source codeword length is usually larger than modulation rate , e.g., two for PAM-4, four for QAM-16. In such a case, one codeword is mapped to several constellation points instead of one. The one-to-one mapping (one codeword to one constellation point) [6] and multipleto-one (multiple codewords to one constellation point) [4] are not applicable here. We need a one-to-multiple mapping in the proposed system.
The proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . The input image or video is decomposed into several subbands of different importance and vector quantized. The indexes are represented as fixed-length binary codewords and mapped to a set of constellation points at the modulators. The lengths of source codewords and channel modulations are jointly chosen under an overall bit budget. At the receiver, the reverse procedure is performed. Although no channel code is employed, the channel noise effect is reduced by a proper mapping from source code to channel modulation space.
III. THE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we present the proposed system structure. After deriving the source and channel distortion as the functions of source and channel rates, we formulate the constraint optimization problem and develop a fast solution using Lagrange multiplier.
Without a loss of generality, it is usually assumed that the source quantization error is orthogonal to the channel error and that the total distortion is the sum of the source quantization distortion and the channel error distortion [2] , [3] . The source distortion of subband is defined as (1) where is the input data number , is the quantized at source rate , and is the dequantized at source rate . We also define as the size of subband , and is MSE between and . The channel distortion is determined by both and (2) where is the probability of receiving codeword given the sending of codeword for modulation of rate .
Due to the subband independence, the total distortion and rate will be the sum of distortion and rate of all the subbands, i.e.,
and (3)
The objective is to find, given the bit budget to code independent subbands, the optimal to minimize the overall distortion Min subject to .
The solution to the above constraint minimization problem is similar to the one developed in [11] . Due to the additivity of the rate and distortion measures over independent subbands, the constrained problem can be converted into an equivalent unconstrained problem by merging rate and distortion through the Lagrange multiplier . Thus, the constrained problem turns out to be the minimization of the Lagrangian cost function given by
It can be shown that for a given , the optimization can be solved for each independent subband [2] , [11] . Therefore, it reduces to solving Min for each . Using integer programming, one can obtain the best selection of modulation and quantization for a given . Under the condition that the number of quantization rates and modulation rates take on finite integer values, the exhaustive search can be used. The optimal is the slope that maximizes the cost function defined by [11] Min (6) which is a concave function of . The optimal can be found using a fast convex searching algorithm.
IV. MULTIRESOLUTION MODULATION AND BIT REMAPPING
Choosing appropriate modulation with efficient power consumption, high compression, and reliable error protection is a crucial step in the proposed system. Among various multilevel modulation schemes, the MR modulation [6] displays nice properties. This section provides a brief description of the MR modulation as well as a specific computation of error performance. We also develop a bit-remapping scheme that maps a single source codeword to multiple constellation points to provide unequal error protection, in contrast to the one-toone mapping in [6] .
A. Multiresolution Modulation
It is well known that for the same transmitted power, modulations with different rates correspond to different minimum distances and therefore have different error performance. Such a property allows us to assign unequal error protection to different subbands by varying their modulation rates. This is a subband-level UEP. In addition, the binary codeword can be arranged in such a way that the most significant bits (MSB's) of a codeword are far more important than the least significant bits (LSB's). We can further improve the performance by applying UEP to bit level.
It was shown in [12] that different error performance exists inside the constellation, where different subchannels in terms of bits at different locations of binary representation of modulation points have different BER curves. This property can be very advantageous because this UEP might remove the need for complex forward error-correction codes [12] . This advantage can be use to provide UEP to the bits of a source codeword. However, UEP only achieves better performance than equal error protection if the error performances are assigned properly according to the source signal characteristic. The conventional modulation constellation [12] has the limitation that the subchannel error performance is fixed. Implementation of UEP by means of modulation design was also presented in [13] and [14] , where the constellation consists of uniformly spaced signal points, which embeds the lower rate constellation in a higher one. Inside each constellation point, the bits that represent the lower rate constellation receive higher protection than the bits that represent the higher rate constellation. Similarly, the error performances are decided by the constellation size. In [6] , an MR modulation for multiuser communications was developed. It is modeled as "clouds" of "satellites" points. Fig. 2 illustrates the MR is defined as "intracloud" distance, i.e., the minimum distance between two constellation points whose cloud bits are different, while represents "intercloud" distance or the distance between two neighboring constellation points sharing the same cloud bits. For given transmitted power and channel noise variance, and decide the error performance of the cloud and satellite bits. Different noise immunities are assigned to the information represented by clouds and satellites by allocating the transmitted power and adjusting the distance ratio . If a single source codeword is mapped to exactly one constellation point [6] , the clouds will represent the coarse information (MSB's of this codeword) while the satellites represent the detailed information (LSB's of this codeword).
MR modulation provides an easy and effective way to adapt error performance of the information represented by different bits of a constellation. If source codewords are one-to-one mapped to a constellation, it is always true that information represented by clouds is of higher importance than that represented by satellites. However, in the proposed system, a single source codeword may be mapped to several constellation points, and therefore the above claim may fail. An example is shown in Fig. 3 , where source rate and channel rate , implying PAM-4. The source codeword is described as bit 7 (MSB) through bit 0 (LSB). Each constellation point of PAM-4 has a form of , where is the cloud and is the satellite. Therefore, the outputs of the modulator are (7, 6) , (5, 4) , (3, 2) , and (1, 0). As such, bits 7, 5, 3, and 1 receive cloud-level error protection, and the remaining bits receive satellite-level error protection. But this is not appropriate, since bit 6 is more important than bits 5, 3, and 1. The problem becomes worse if is not an integer multiple of . Transmitting codewords of length 7 ( ) using PAM-4, the outputs become (6, 5), (4, 3), (2, 1), (0, 6), (5, 4), etc. Here, bit 0 from the first codeword is transmitted as the cloud bit and bit 6 from the next codeword as the satellite bit. Therefore, the transmitter has no control of which bit is transmitted as cloud or satellite. In the next section, we develop a new type of mapping scheme to remove such limitation. 
B. Bit Remapping
The objective of the mapping design is to minimize the channel distortion as follows: Given find which minimize the following
where represents the constellation set, is the -dimensional vector extension of , and is the set of source codewords with cardinality of . Dynamic programming and simulated annealing can be used to find the optimal solution, which is difficult to find and computationally expensive. As shown in the above examples, bit order is essential in the design. We propose a simple bitremapping scheme that rearranges the bit order before sending to modulator [17] . This will map most MSB's of a codeword to clouds.
• . Transmit the residue bits after completing the transmission of all the new codewords. Fig. 3 illustrates our scheme and the conventional scheme. When the important bits' transmissions are delayed, or there is no time to transmit all the bits, the system can simply ignore the residue bits if there are any. As can be seen, the bit remapping changes the modulator outputs for to (7, 3) , (6, 2), (5, 1), and (4, 0). MR modulation proposed in [6] provides two levels of UEP in terms of clouds and satellites. This idea can be applied to the constellation recursively to produce multiple levels of UEP. MR QAM-64 providing three levels of UEP is shown in Fig. 4 . The binary representation of the constellation points can be arranged such that the MSB's are always transmitted with equal or better error performance compared to the LSB's. Therefore, the proposed bit-remapping scheme can always map the MSB's of the codewords to the MSB's of the constellation points to achieve better protec- 
C. Error Performance Computation
The channel distortion defined in (2) relies on the computation of codeword error probability . Since a single codeword is mapped to several constellation points if the source rate is a multiple of channel modulation rate, the codeword error probability is then a product of the symbol error probability. For example, if MR PAM-4 is employed (8) where is the th bit of codeword . And (9) where is the averaged bit error probability of PAM-4 and is the symbol error probability of PAM-4. When is an odd number, there is a residue bit , the LSB of codeword . It is transmitted separately to ensure the MSB's of the codeword being mapped to the clouds.
In general, is computed as (10) where is the th constellation point that codeword being mapped to and represents the residue bits. We define (11) if differ in bits. In such a way, cannot be represented as a close function of power , channel modulation rate , or source rate . Therefore, the optimization has to compute the for all the codewords in order to derive the corresponding channel distortion. To seek the best and , integer programming can be used. However, power allocation cannot be achieved. Therefore, in the simulation, we distribute the transmitted power evenly on all the subbands to be transmitted.
V. SIMPLIFIED DISTORTION ANALYSIS
To compute the channel distortion defined in (2), we have to go through all possible codewords and compute the symbol error probabilities, which requires extensive computations. In this section, we will show that by applying bit remapping, the channel distortion can be approximated as the sum of the distortion caused by corrupted satellite bits and cloud bits. This will not only decrease the distortion computations dramatically but also allow the power allocation to be employed to further improve the performance.
After applying bit remapping, the bits of a source codeword are mapped to cloud bits and satellite bits. We classify the 
In other words, MSB's (referred to as CMSB's below) of each codeword are mapped to the clouds and LSB's (referred to as CLSB's below) to the satellites. It is equivalent to transmit these two types of bits through different subchannels. Fig. 5 shows the equivalent transmission systems. It was shown in [18] that different transmitted power and bit rate can be assigned to the subchannels to achieve unequal error protection. We define as the probability of the received cloud bits' being corrupted.
Similarly, represents the probability of receiving erroneous satellites and represents the probability of both the received clouds and satellites' being corrupted. Assuming that is negligible compared to the others; (2) can be approximated as (13) 
A. Cloud and Satellite Error Performance
We will compute cloud and satellite error probability in this section. We also provide numerical comparisons between the MR modulation and the commonly used modulation. The latter is a special case of the MR modulation where . Although is not optimal in terms of averaged symbol error probability, it can provide unequal error protection flexibly. Assuming transmittal of constellation point 00 using PAM-4, from Fig. 2 , we can compute the symbol error probability as follows: (15) We represent and as and , respectively. Therefore, the probability of a cloud bit's being corrupted given transmittal of point 00 is approximately . The average error probability of the cloud bit is The average error probability of the satellite bit is 
We compare the cloud and satellite error performance at different , as shown in Fig. 6 . The averaged symbol error probability is sketched in Fig. 7 . As can be seen, the error-performance difference between the clouds and satellites increases as increases. Clouds receive higher protection by trading off that of satellites. As a result, the averaged symbol error performance degrades.
B. Distortion Approximation
The above approximations can be used to simplify the optimization problem. Making the assumption that and are small enough such that and and we reduce (13) into (25) where is the averaged distortion of a single erroneous source bit mapped to cloud and is the averaged distortion if error happens to a codeword bit mapped to satellite. This simplification removes most symbol error-probability computations. In addition, it allows the system to allocate the transmitted power efficiently to the subbands rather than using an equal amount of power. The optimization is defined as The optimization consists of three levels. The first level finds the optimal and , in terms of minimizing (28), for given and . The second level seeks the that yields minimum and satisfies data bit constraints for a given . The third level finds the optimal in terms of transmitted power constraint .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS IN AWGN CHANNEL
In the simulation, we use a subband-based encoder operating in "intraframe only" mode, which aims to prevent the error propagation. The image is a two-dimensional subband decomposed using Daubechies 16 wavelet filters, while every two consecutive video frames are 3-D subband decomposed [15] , [16] together using Harr filtering in time domain and wavelet filtering in spatial domain. Targeted average bit rates range from 0.3 to 1.0 bpp. For the Salesman image and video sequences with a frame size of 360 288, these correspond to 31 104-103 680 bits/frame. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to measure the quality of decoded frames.
The source quantization for the lowest subband, which represents the dc component, is different from the other subbands. We use two sets of methods in the simulation:
• Method A: uniform quantizer on lowest subband and tree search vector quantization of four dimensions on other subbands; • Method B: Lloyd quantizer on lowest subband and full search VQ of four dimensions on the other subbands. The available modulations are BPSK, MR-PAM-4, MR-QAM-16, and MR-QAM-64, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . We simulate the system by using the distortion computation described in Section IV-C, referred to as the complex approach, and by using distortion approximation in Section V, the approximation approach. In the complex approach, transmitted power is distributed equally among the subbands to be transmitted. For comparison, we derive the results for both equal power and power allocation using approximation approach.
We use one frame from the Salesman sequence as an image example. The PSNR versus channel SNR performance is shown in Fig. 8 using the complex approach. When the channel SNR is less than 5 dB, the performance difference for different source rates is small. Since the noise effect is large, only BPSK is employed. Increasing source rate will decrease the source distortion. However, it may increase the channel distortion at the same time. As a result, the overall performance will not improve much. In the middle SNR range, which is of our interest, there is a higher PSNR difference, given the different source rate, although here the video is becoming perceptually objectionally corrupted. Fig. 9 compares the complex and approximation approach. As can be seen, distortion approximation with equal power distribution performs nearly as the same as the complex approach. This further proves that the channel distortion is well approximated. Power allocation allows the error performance to be assigned more efficiently to the subbands according to their perceptual importance. It then achieves 0.4-2 dB performance improvement. The improvement increases as the source rate increases. Fig. 10(a) shows the impact of factor on the performance. As in distortion analysis (25), controls the error performance of the clouds and satellites, and therefore the error performance of MSB's and LSB's of source codewords. Note that and is a monotonic function of . Increasing results in smaller for fixed , and therefore more difference between the error performance of clouds and satellites. The optimal depends on and . For fixed transmitted power, larger requires larger . Or equivalently, the selection of is source oriented. Therefore, different subbands are associated with different . However, this introduces extensive computations as well as an increased complexity at the transmitter/receiver. For simplicity, we choose to fix throughout the transmission of a single image or video sequence. As shown in Fig. 10 , achieves better performance than and . We plot the PSNR performances of the proposed system using direct mapping, bit remapping, and the optimal mapping, shown in Fig. 10(b) . Direct mapping takes the bits consecutively and maps them to the constellation points. The optimal mapping is obtained as the optimal solution of (7). As can be seen, the bit-remapping system performs nearly the same as the optimal mapping system and is about 0.2-1.6 dB better than the system without mapping design, particularly in the middle SNR range.
To demonstrate the advantage of combined source coding and channel modulation design over the separate designs, we compare the proposed system to the fixed modulation systems. In the fixed modulation systems, the subbands are transmitted using the same modulation, and the rate allocation is applied to the source rate. Therefore, the source coding and channel modulation are designed separately. We do not use power allocation to make clear the advantage of joint design over separate design. The corresponding image and video results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. As can be seen, in general, when the channel SNR is less than 8 dB, the proposed system has the same performance as that of the BPSK modulation system, since the only suitable modulation for this low SNR range is BPSK. As the channel SNR increases, the channel error is negligible for some modulations. For example, when the channel SNR equals 10 dB, the BER of BPSK is fairly small. Selecting BPSK to transmit all the subbands results in large source distortion, although the channel distortion is small. On the other hand, transmitting all the subbands using PAM-4 will induce large channel distortion. In such a case, assigning BPSK to some important subbands and PAM-4 or modulation with higher rate to others may achieve better performance. Such assignment aims to compensate the increase in the channel distortion by reducing the source distortion. We employ MR modulation and bit remapping in both the fixed modulation systems and the proposed system. Examining the visual quality of the proposed system and the BPSK system from Fig. 14, the images generated by the proposed system are clearer and more detailed, with only a negligible number of defective points. It can be concluded that the proposed combined source coding and modulation system performs substantially better than fixed modulation systems, especially at low transmission bandwidth scenarios.
We also compared the proposed system to the other two existing approaches [3] , [4] . Fig. 13(a) compares the proposed system with the one-to-one mapping system of [4] , in terms of PSNR versus SNR curve for the 512 512 Lena image coded at 0.5 and 0.4 bpp. For channel SNR's ranging from 10 to 24 dB, the proposed system shows a better performance. When the channel SNR is above 24 dB, the proposed system saturates due to the upper bound on source coding rate. For the comparison in very low SNR scenarios, such as 1-8 dB, we also plot the performance of the joint source and channel coding system with RCPC code on the Salesman video sequence [3] . Fig. 13(b) illustrates that for very low SNR (below 6 dB), using channel coding with BPSK generates preferable results. When the channel SNR is above 6 dB, the proposed system shows great improvement by assigning modulation at different rates to different subbands. It also shows that the proposed system can achieve nearly the same performance at much lower rates for some higher SNR values. The above two comparisons further prove that the proposed system is most suitable for channels exhibiting medium (8-22 dB) SNR values and low bandwidths.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a combined source coding and channel modulation scheme for image and video transmission over noisy channels that is simple, efficient, and robust against channel errors. The flexibility of combined source coding and channel modulation design as well as various compression capabilities and UEP of multilevel MR modulation were fully utilized. The proposed bit-remapping scheme allows the MSB's of a source codeword to be mapped to the cloud bits of MR modulation as much as possible; thus the MSB's receive better protection than the LSB's. We derive a simple optimization function that can employ power allocation to further improve the performance. The system performed significantly better than other schemes proposed in the literature on the AWGN channel exhibiting moderate SNR and low bandwidth. Compared to conventional schemes, the proposed scheme needs three or four modulators/demodulators. Since we use common modulations such as BPSK, PAM, and QAM, which are quite the same in terms of implementation, the increase in complexity is negligible compared to the performance improvement.
